Why Choose Project Lifesaver?
Project Lifesaver is the pioneer organization in the radio tracking and locating of at risk individuals. It
developed all the techniques and methods being copied by other groups.
It was founded and is still led by first responder law enforcement personnel with years of experience in
search and rescue and law enforcement.
 It is a 501c3 nonprofit organization. It has no stock holders, investors or owners making a
profit from the sale of equipment.
It is a complete program, with training, support, equipment and consultation. It is frequently asked to
consult on at-risk searches and has participated in several policy making committees on the subject.
It frequently advises its members of changes and advancements in the fields of interest,
It provides a secure, password protected database, free of charge, for its members to utilize in the
program.
It continually works to improve the equipment and training in its program.
The equipment is the most advanced in its field and carries an unheard of warranty not matched in the
electronics industry,
 Agencies own the equipment, it is not loaned, leased, or subject to recall should the agency
not place an acceptable number of transmitters in its area.
Its leaders are all veteran law enforcement and have participated in numerous radio tracking searches.
They have experience, unlike other copycat organizations.
It hosts a member conference each year where members can gather to learn of advancements and
interact for best practices.
It is endorsed by numerous professional and advocacy organizations.
It is recognized by numerous awards for excellence.
 It was recognized by the Department of Justice with the award of grants which renewed
several times to enable agencies to join the program. 227 agencies joined Project Lifesaver as
a result of this funding.
It has been referred to as “The Gold Standard” of this field.
 Regardless of an Agency’s financial situation, there is a program to assist them and their
citizens.
It has an established award program to recognize performance of its members.
It certifies each participant and its training programs are approved by several law enforcement
certification organizations.
 It does not apply pressure to member agencies to place any quota of transmitters to cover the
cost of equipment provided.
Any agency considered a locating program for its citizens should consider whether a for profit
company offering anything for free, is really free! Also, is your agency willing to become a sales agent
for a for profit company?
If approached by anyone claiming to represent Project Lifesaver, make sure they are genuine and not
representing an organization that is trying to gain business by claiming or implying they are part of our
trademarked and copyrighted organization. There is only one genuine Project Lifesaver International!

